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1. What is Ebola? 

According to the World Health Organization, Ebola virus disease (EVD), formerly known as Ebola hemorrhagic fever, is a 

severe, often fatal illness in humans. The average case fatality rate is approximately 50%, but fatality rates have varied 

from 25% to 90% in previous outbreaks. 

2. How many children have been orphaned by Ebola? 

We estimate that as many as 30,000 children have been orphaned by Ebola across the region.  

A head count of Ebola orphans in Sierra Leone, undertaken by Street Child in April 2015, identified more than 12,000 

children who had lost one or both primary caregivers to Ebola. In February 2015, the Child Protection arm of the Liberian 

government estimated that 7,500 children had been orphaned by the virus, a number which Street Child believes to be a 

vast underestimate given that adult deaths in Liberia equalled those in Sierra Leone.  

In total, tens of thousands of children in West Africa have been left without one or more primary caregivers. 

3. How is it transmitted? 

The virus is transmitted to people from wild animals and spreads in the human population through direct contact 

(through broken skin or mucous membranes) with the blood, secretions, organs or other bodily fluids of infected people 

(including corpses), or with surfaces and materials (e.g. bedding) contaminated with these fluids. People are not 

contagious when incubating, but only when they are symptomatic i.e. very obviously unwell.  

4. Why is this outbreak so big? 

This Ebola outbreak has resulted in more deaths than all other outbreaks together, since Ebola was first discovered in 

1976. The conditions in which it occurred created a perfect storm, leading to one of the most complex outbreaks in 

history. Firstly, simple geography played a major role in the widespread transmission. The virus first occurred in the 

south-west of Guinea, in a region which borders both Sierra Leone and Liberia; a remote region where borders are not 

policed. Next to contribute was poverty. Guinea, Sierra Leone, and Liberia are among the world’s poorest countries,  

and thousands of transient workers pour across the borders every day, from country to country, looking for work of  

any kind.  

In addition, the region was only a decade or so out of a series of long and highly destructive civil wars. Displacement, 

persecution, and an ongoing lack of investment decimated nearly all social infrastructure, including both healthcare and 

education systems, resulting in an entire generation of adults who did not have access to education as children. These 

most marginalized of people initially had no idea how the disease was being transmitted, and many continued with 
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cultural practices which contributed to the spread of the outbreak, such as bathing themselves in water used to wash 

the dead, at funerals. With no healthcare system to speak of, these people simply died, in their hundreds.  

5. Is there a cure for Ebola? 

No, not yet, although as of August 2015 there are trials on a potential vaccine underway in Sierra Leone.  

6. How can we stop transmission? 

Community engagement has been one of the major vehicles to controlling the outbreak. Community educators, funded 

by Street Child, went from house to house in both Sierra Leone and Liberia, explaining how the virus was transmitted 

and how to keep safe, including how to bury the dead safely. These community educators – local people, who went into 

communities dressed normally (not in hazmat suits) and talked to people as peers, rather than officials – had a huge 

impact on a people deeply and understandably mistrustful of government and external agencies.  

To stay safe, people should observe the following: 

 Avoid all contact with other people’s bodily fluids, particularly those who are visibly sick. This includes the fluids 

of dead bodies, which are highly contagious; 

 Avoid eating ‘bush meat’ – bats, monkeys and potential animal carriers; 

 Maximize hygiene precautions such as washing hands, especially with chlorinated water.  

7. Is it over now? 

The outbreak is now largely contained in all three countries, and Liberia was officially declared Ebola-free in May 2015. 

Although there have been several further fatalities in Liberia since June 2015, they were isolated incidents, caught 

before infection was passed on, and have not affected Liberia’s ‘Ebola free’ status. 

8. What has been the impact on the people of West Africa? 

Ebola has had a catastrophic impact on the people of West Africa. More than 11,000 people – the vast majority of whom 

were already living well below the poverty line – have died, leaving tens of thousands of orphans out of school and 

without caregivers. The deaths of farmers and workers, alongside strict quarantines restricting access to workplaces, 

have resulted in the failure of crops and many small businesses, and the deaths of livestock. The already fragile 

healthcare and education systems have collapsed in on themselves; schools have been closed, and hospitals overloaded; 

and the virus has firmly driven away much-needed foreign investors and killed some of the country’s most senior 

healthcare professionals, devastating the economy afresh and setting the region’s positive upwards economic trend 

back significantly for years to come. 

9. What is Street Child doing to help? 

Since 2008, Street Child has existed to challenge and solve the barriers to accessing education faced by street children in 

West Africa, and Ebola inevitably provided one of the biggest challenges to date. As the number of fatalities increased, it 

became clear that the number of children orphaned by the virus was growing too. These children did not have any of the 

survival skills learned by our usual beneficiary group – children who gradually transition from being ‘street-connected’, 

to relying on the streets full time – and so many had no idea how to cope with their circumstances. They fled to the 

streets, terrified and devastated, or stayed in their homes, often with the dead bodies of their parents, waiting for 

someone to rescue them. Sometimes rescue came; sometimes it did not. 
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Adding further layers of complexity to the problem, once the respective governments declared states of emergency in 

summer 2014, entire regions were placed under quarantine or curfew. Schools and other public spaces were closed, and 

in many areas people were forbidden from leaving their houses, which meant abandoning their harvests, animals, and 

businesses. In many cases the authorities did not bring food to quarantined households. Adults and children alike began 

to starve, slowly.  

As a small organization with a unique local knowledge of both Liberia and Sierra Leone, Street Child was able to adapt 

our work very quickly to lead the way on a crucial aspect of the international relief effort. Our Ebola response was an 

extension of what we have done successfully for years:  

 Reunite each street-connected child with a caring, supportive family (ideally their own);  

 Provide income generation opportunities for that family in the form of business grants and training; and  

 Ensure a sustainable pathway for each child into education.  

Critically, our local presence, gained from years of working with remote, marginalised communities, allowed us access 

into the regions where Ebola was causing the most devastation to the people, from both starvation and transmission 

rates. This added a fourth, vital strand to our work – community education. 

While other agencies were building treatment centres, or collecting dead bodies in hazmat suits, Street Child invested in 

training ‘Ebola educators’ – local community members who went door-to-door in vulnerable neighbourhoods, talking 

with people about how Ebola is transmitted, how to keep safe, and why the bodies were being removed; not out of 

spite, or to create fear, but because those bodies were highly contagious.  

These educators cost Street Child and our funders a mere $50 per month each, and in many of the areas where they 

operated, fatality levels declined noticeably. We also used our network of community contacts to provide sanitary 

facilities – simple but effective buckets of chlorinated water, for handwashing – used by more than 10,000 residents in 

Liberia’s largest slum region, West Point. 

Our other vital service addition was to provide food to a desperately hungry population. Harvests failed country-wide, 

and in urban areas where people were quarantined, food was scarce. Street Child used its community contacts and 

intimate knowledge of the region to set up food distribution stations throughout the most marginalised areas, including 

persuading local merchants to sell us rice on credit, which we repaid once the lock-down was over.  

During all this emergency relief work – alleviating hunger and educating people about safety at scale – we also 

continued applying our normal model to these most vulnerable of children – assisting them off the streets, reuniting 

them with a supportive caregiver, and providing the means for them to return to school, sustainably. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


